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This document Is intended as a catalyst tor gelting the reactions from researchers ID 
History regarding polential interest in research collaboration with the Land Use Program 
01 the CIAT (Centro Intemacional de Agricultura Tropical). 

If the initial reactions were in general positive, Ihe next steps could be to incorporate the 
suggestions and comments into the document, and lo hold a small-scale workshop. The 
work!jhop will aim to discuss Ihe issues in deplh, to define a research agenda, and lo 
initiate m~chanisms for cooperation. 

Purpose of the research 

To examine and (possibly) lest the hypothesis that drasUc change in land-use can arise 
from properties ot complex systems and dissipative struclures, and lo analyze Ihe 
associated theoretical and poliey implieations. 

Background and justiflcation 

There is a widening consensus in tha! many of the present paltems of land use in tropical 
· Ameriea are destroying the eeological base for development, and al the same time 
generating social problems and gross economic inefficiencies. 

If fast and drastic whole-system re-structuration can occur in Ihe systems delermining 
land use, as suggested by the evidence arising from studies on the behavior ot complex 
systems, it becomes o. great practical importance to understand which are the factors or 
processes defining the likelihood of those deep changes. The degree to whích those 

J structural changes can be anticipated is also very relevan!. Situations approaching the 
· threshold of structural changes should be treated specially both in technological and 

I 
policy terms. The knowledge gained along the described lines eould contribute to the 

· generation of new styles of land use management. 

From another viewpoint, the knowledge obtained could have important theoretical and 
methodological implications tar the fields o. systems theory, history, geography, 
economics, and ecology. 
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land-use pattems result from human decisions and human activilies exerted upon 
~cosy~tems. Those are nol passive receptors of extemal influences, bul Ihey have their 

~
' wn dynamics, oflen resulting in complex responses and interactlons between the human 
nd biophysical elements. As a consequence, actual land-use (and particularly Its 
ustainability and productivity) is often quite dlfferent from that antlcipated. 

The understanding and anticipation of land-use pattems therefore requires to broaden the 
acope to the consideraUon ot the whole socio-ecological system determining the use of 
the land. 

A socio-ecologícsl system Is viewed hera as any system composed by a societal (or 
human) subsystem and an ecological (or biophysical) subsystem. The levels of 
aggregation may range from a local community and the surrounding environment wlth 
which it directly interacts, up to the system consUtuled by the whole of mankind and the 
ecosphere. In the case of land-use, the levels of aggregation of major interest líe 
betwelJn the landscape and the continental (and even planetary) scales. 

For the purposes of the present discussion, however, case-studies al the level of 
'andscape (involving a recognizable social slruclure -aboye Ihe scala of the individual 
r.armer- and a mínimum spatíal and ecologlcal heterogeneity) are tha tocus of altention. 

Change may result from gradual, cumulative processes, or from a sudden, often 
unexpected, shift of the social andlor the ecological subsystem (due lo the sheer power 
of extemal torces, to flips in the state of the syslem, or to structural reorganizations 
originated in inlemally or extemally generated fluctuations). 

The latter two are the most interesting situalions for research and policy-making. In them, 
change may arise from non-obvious varlalions in Ihe extemal variables, or even from 
intemal oscillations in the values of the variables of the system (see Annex I for a more 
technical discussion), 

Drastic changes in land use can often be explained as the effect of some clearly identified 
driving variable, such as the intemational príce of agricultural commoditíes, colonization 
policies, opening ot new roads, etc. 

However, beca use there are so many instances in which resulting land use departs from 
what Is planned, and often unexpected changes take place, It is likely that in some cases 
land use changes are trlggered andlor determined by systemic restructurations, arising 
rfrom non-obvious inleractions. 

Gradual change is usually percelved as non-threatening, or at least manageable (and 

~
' aradoxically, it is often ignored until it reaches unbearable levels). By contrast, sudden 
(and particularly, unexpected) social or ecological change tands to be vlewed as a thraat. 
Perhaps not unnaturallY' ecologists and environmentalists have .usually focused upon 
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catastrophíc changes (sudden changes from a "desirable" to an "undesirable" system 
prganl,zation) arising from the interactions belween sociely and nature, whila the builders 
pf tha ~heory of dissipative systems, some evolutionists, and some development schools 
(Le. the take-off approach) emphasized what I have defined elsawhere as "anastrophic" 
bhangas (sudden movas towards new and higher organization levels). Thís notíon of the 
possibll/ty of catastrophic or anastrophic changes in human-ecologicallntaracting systams 
as a consequence of internal or external fluctuations, and its implications for tha 
understanding of the processas assoclated with the sustalnability of land use in tropical 
America is an element to be explored in the research dlscussed here. 

ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION 

These are tentative questions to inltiate the interaction: 

r 'Is the cenlral hypolhesis interesting for hlstorical research? Is il testable in some 
san'se? Should il be changed? 

• Are the concepts associated with systemic change. dissipative structures, etc. 
(basically derivad trom the natural sciences) relevant for the social sciences and 
particulary History, where purposeful bahavior and planned actions play such an 
important role? 

• Methodological criteria tor characterizing change as suddenlgradual, 
structuraVíncremental. 

1
- What kind of historical information would be necessary? Availability of the 

appropríate data in tropical America. 

• Is historical analysis an appropriate entry point for this question? 
What challenges tor the discipline are ¡nvolved? 

Under which general types o, sítuations can socio-ecologícal systemic 
restructuration be expected a priori ? 

• Defínition o, a research agenda. 
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ANNEXI 

DYNAMICS OF CHANGE IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS 

Gilberto C. Gallopfn, July 1993 
(modified trom Galloptn, G.C.; P. Gutman and H. Marelta. 1989. Global Impoverishmant. suste/nable 
development and /he environment: a conceptual approach. rnl Social Seranea J .• 121: 375-397) 

Among Ihe various theoretical approaches to complex systems, the one deriv,!d 
from the theory of dissipative structures (developed essentially by lIya Prigogine and his 
collaborators1

) seems particularly suitable as a basic framework for investigating the 
dynamics of change and persistence in socio-ecological systems. This theory deals with 
the processes of self-organization in systems fulfilling some basic conditions: openness 
towards their environmenf, a global system slate far from thermodynamic equilibrium, 
and autocatalytic3 non-linear self-reinforcement of certain steps in their intemal 
processe~. 

I The Iheory of dissipalive structures shows tha! open, self- organizing syslems maintain 
their structural order by keeping their intemal state far trom thermodynamic equilibrium, 

'through active exchanges with their environment. Those dissipative structures are in 
. principIe stable as long as the exchanges with the environment are maintained and as 
long as the continuously occurring fluctuations (or perturbations) are absorbed within the 

; framework of the given dynamic regime. However, any structure of a non-equilíbrium 

" 

system may be driven beyond a threshold into a new regime when the fluctua!ions 
exceed a critical size. This corresponds to a gualitative change in the dynamic existence 
of Ihe system. An important poin! is tha! such fluc!uations may be originated not only from 

, the oulside of the system, bul also they may be intemal fluctuations thal become 
! self-amplified through positive feedback. In either case, after passing Ihrough phases 01 
inslability and high entropy, the system may evolve to a different slable regime with a new 
characterislic struclure. 

The fluctuations refened to here are nol flucluations in the values of Ihe variables of the 
system, but in the mechanisms and relationships belween elements of the system, 

i resulting in structural modifications. 

The probability that a fluctuation spreads and attains a macroscopic amplitude and range 
depends on the competition belween the amplifying and damping forces within the 
syst~m. The size and complexily of Ihe syslem are important factors for the formatlon of 
new dissipative structures; a dissipative struclure comes into being when a specific critical 
size can be realized. A system that is loo small wiJI always be dominated by the boundary 
effecls. Besides size, Ihe penetration 01 fluctuations and the formation of new dissipative 

! structures depend on sufficiently dense packing or cohesion of the fluctuating elements 
• or subsystems on the one hand, and on flexible, not loo strong and rigid coupling with the 
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rest o~ the subsystems on the other. 

The basie eharaeterislies 01 dissipative sel'-organizing systems (openness, non
equilibrium and autocatalysis) underlie the possibility 01 inlemal sel'-amplifiealion 01 
puetuations and their ultimate breakthrough al the syslem ("macroseopie") level. In this 
case, the system may evolve through an indefínite sequenee 01 slages of stabilily and 
instability; eaeh instability may lead lo the sponlaneous formation of a new dissipative 
struclure, a procass callad by Prigogine 'order through Iluctuations·. 

When the state 01 !he system is away Irom the transitíon threshold, a deterministic 
description can be applied; however, near the threshold, stochastic elements become 
essential in determining the new structural regime (See Figure 1). The path which the 
evolution 01 the system will then take cannot be predicted, there being always more than 
one emerging, qualitatively different, structure available. This transition to a neW regime, 
depending on the properties of the system and 01 the fluctuation, may be relatively 
·smooth" '1r may represenl an abrupt jump to a new domain (See Figure 2). 

~ 
Groad terms, the Iramework proposed by the Iheory 01 dissipative struclures seems, 
principie, applícable to socio-ecological systems, as all 01 them are open, non

quilibrium systems characterized by strongly non-linear dynamics. Even in its qualilative 
onceptual form, the approach allows the posing 01 new questions and new hypothesis, 

and provides a suggestive unifying perspective. 

~
uman socielies display many 01 the characteristic features 01 nonlinear non-equilibrium 
ystems: unpredietabilily,complex interdependencies, time-Iags, transitions Irom one slate 
o anolher and the importanee 01 a critical mass in producing and sustaining change. 
owever, a theory designed to explain the collapse 01 social systems (and the emergence el new structures) would have to take into account the interference between sponlaneous 

ravelopment and planned action·. 

1he approach associated to the theory 01 dissipative structures has been already explored 
In a small number of cases ínvolving social and biophysical systems5

• 

'ts uselulness in the study 01 land-use is worth exploring. This would require adaptations 
ef at leas! two kinds: a) the specilicatíon 01 some 01 the fundamental concepts in concrete 
terms in particular case-studies 01 land-use changes and sustainability and b) their 
combination with other relevant coneepts originated in social, ecological, and general 
Bystems understanding coneeming change, decision-making, purposelul behavior, etc. 

Other developments in ecologícal theory regarding the dynamícs of change seem 
particularly relevant to the treatment of socio-ecologícal sustainability. 

~atural ecosystems at diflerent scales (from local up to the aCQsphere) are complex 
rver-Changing antilies. Ecosystems are open systems maintaining an active exc~ange 
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of matter, energy and information with their environment. No ecosystem is ayer at 
thermodynamic equi1ibrium; aquilibrium in eeology is used in Ihe sense of a dynamie 
.teadY or quasi-sleady stale. Ecosystems have homeostatic mechanisms that regulate 
tleir fúnctioning and their interchanges with their environment, and those are essential .,r the continuity and the integrity of the ecosystem, despite !he myriads of minar 
changes taking place all the time within it and its elements. 

The self-regulatory mechanisms at the level of !he ecosystem arise from the interplay of 
different processes and mutual adjustments, such as the interactions between preys and 
predators, plants and herbívores, the competition between organisms of the same and 
differen! species, co-operative and symbiotic relationships, the exploitation or utilization 
by the organisms of the resources available to them (nutrients, light, food, refuge, etc.), 
and the dynamics of the physical environment (soU, water, elimate, etc.). 

Those self-regulatory mechanisms operate in such a way as to counteract or eompensale 
inlernal and extemal disturbances in the variables critical for Ihe survival of the system. 

~
cause of self-regulation (and of Ihe functional couplings between the elements of the 
stem), the functioning of the systam is constrained. Tharefore, ragularities in behavior 

nd responses arisa in ecosystems, and often there is a substantial degrea of 
~redictability about their behavior. 

One of the eaniest perceptions of this predietability in natural ecosystems is related to the 
ooncept of the "equilibrium of nature" (often popularized by stating that Nature is poised 
il1 a delicate and fragile steady or dynamie equilibrium state, and Ihal any change made 
ijy man risks destroying tha! equilibrium). A more modem view is that ecosystems tend 
tCí recover fmm perturbations by moving towards a steady or quasi-steady stale. 

fis relates lo the classical concepl of stabilitv of dynamic equilibrium poinls, limit cycles 
, in its most general form, limil trajeelories. It refers to the ability of a dynamie system 

t retum lo an equilibrium trajeetory, cyele or state after a temporary disturbanee; the 

~
ore rapidly it retums, and the less it fluetuates, the more stable it would be (See Figure 
. This concept focuses on the local stability of particular states or sets of states, and 

i has been often applied to ecological systems. 
. I . 
This concept is well iIIustrated by the classieal studies of ecological suceession, 
describing a trajeetory starting fmm an initial state of bare spaee of roek surface, sand 
cámes, etc. (or a stale in whieh a pre-existing eommunity has been removed), being 
colonized by organisms, and passing through a directional series of eumulatíve 
tmnsf.ormations until the climax community or ecosystem is reached. Thal clímax is, 
btlsically, viewed as an equilibrium (steady-state) eeosystem, determined fundamentally 

the general climatic and physical properties of Ihe area, and nol by the ln!tial starting 
inl. The processes that drive succession may be both internal (Ihe internal environment 
ing moderated by the organisms themselves, such as the fracturing of roeks or the 
bilization of shifting sands by plants, or the incorporation of organic matter into the . . 
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soil), .and extemal (ínpu15 trom outside the ecosystems, such as the importatíon of 
nutrier15, organic detritus, or outside species trom an adjacent ecosyslem). Succession 
where the "drivlng force " is inlernal to the ecosystem is termed autogenlc succession. 
When Iha drivlng force is mainly external to the ecosystam, the term allogenic succassion 
is used. While this view of all ecosystams converging lo a single clímax Is nol accepled 
today as universal, i15 Imbedded implicalion thal ecosystems hava a final staady slate, 
and only one, permealed implícitly Ihe perception of ecosystems by planners, managers 
of natural resources, and economists. This has led to dlrecl attention lo the dynamic 
equilibrium or near-equilibrium condltions, and lo managementthat emphaslzes control, 
homogenization, stabilization and conslancy. After all, if il ware trua that ecosyslems hava 
one single stable equilibrium slate lo which they tend lo retum when perturbed, they coukl 
be managed with the confidence that, should anything go wrong, it Is sufficienl lo reduce 
the pressures on the ecosystem and allow time lo recover its equílibrium. The only 
. problem will be how fast will the system recover. 

While. homeostatic mechanisms resulting in the maintenance of Ihe steady slates are 
¡basically ~onstituled by negative (self-regulatory) feedback loops, the forces driving 
change in autogenic succession are essentially represented by positive (self-amplifying) 
feedback loops (for instance, as when changes in the internal ecosystem environment, 
making it less severe, lead to the successful introduclion of Increasingly specialized 
, species which further stabilize the ecosystem and allow the establishment of even more 
specialízed forms, replacing the earlier species). 

It Is clear today that in most situations succession is nol a simple, delerminlstic process, 
and in many cases, depending on the current slate of the ecosystem, the environmental 
factors, and chance factors, there are several paths by which succession can proceed 
over time in a given area, culminating in different climaxes. Still, the clímax ecosystems 
are. generally viewed as quasi-steady state ecosystems, wilh inputs roughly balancing 
oulputs, and fluctualions of species remaining bounded in time. This is true al a broader 
scale tor ecosystems that exhibit what is called ·cyclic stability", where the climax 
condition is represented by cyclíc alterations 01 differenl vegetational assemblages ralher 
by a single slable assemblage. In this case, the cycle itself represents a sleady situation. 
Natural or man-made disturbances at any stage of succession can set back succession, 
or maintain a !ransien! succession stage indefinitely. In general terms, (except in 
retrogressive successions) it is accepted that biomass, struc!ural and functional 

¡complexlty, closure and slowness of mineral cycles, dampening of the extemal 

I 
environment, slowness of changa, biological diversity and olher factors tend to increase 
belween Ihe early and late stages of succassion, while net total primary productivity 

jdecreases (nol always monotonically). 
I 
iTha time-scale of ecological succession often ranges over hundreds of years. Ovar 
l shorler time-spans, ecosystems (in clímax or Iransitional stages) also show homeostatic 
mechanisms, and the concapts of quasi-steady slates were applied to them too, as well 
as lo ecosystems managed by man. The common underlying assumption was often 
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maintained: tha! ecosystems have a single steady state, or, In other terms, global 
dynamic stabilitv, leading to an essentially static view and providing little insight on the 
transi~nt behavior of ecosystems that are not near the steady state. 

Holling6 Introduced a new, non-equilibrium vis ion in ecology with the concept of 
ecological resllience, arising from the analysis of differenl empirical studies, mathematical 

. models, and experience with managed ecosystems. He showed that even natural, 
undísturbed ecologlcal systems are often in transíent states, and demonstrated Ihal many 
of them are multistable7

, tha! is, they have two or more stable domains of attraction 
(determined by the interactions within the syslems and with the outside) where the system 
variables tend to stay (See Figure 4). Wilhin each domain the system's stata may 
fluctuate widely (i.e. may be highly unslable), but as long as il stays within the boundaries 
01 the domain, the system is resilient. Resilience determines the persistence 01 
relatíonships within a system and Is a measure of the ability of the system to absorb 
changes of state variables, driving variables and parameters, and still perslst within a 
basic mode of behavior. In this view, the combination of intemal processes and extemal 
perturbations (even small incremental perturbations) driving the system overthe boundary 
of the current domain of attraction, may result suddenly and unexpectedly in large 
changes in the values of the state variables as Ihe system "falls· inlo anolher domain of 
attraction (including Ihose slgnifying extinction). The system may thus exhibit sudden 
qualitative changes in behavior (I.e. jumplng from a high-equilibrium level lo a 
low-equilibrium level, from a low-variability siluation lo slable limil cycles of various 
amplitudes, or even to ·chaotic· behavior, or it may show a continuous, dynamic 
disequilibrium shifting belween stability domains, occasionally residing in exlinction 
regionsa• II is Important lo amphasíza thal those sudden shlfts in bahavior occur aven in 
the absenca 01 structural change in Ihe syslem, Holling also showed that in a number of 
cases, the size and shape (and the genesis or disappearance) of the domains of 
attraction can change because of the unperceived evolution of parameters of the system 
(implicitly assumed constant), parameters often affected by long-term management, or 
intemally determined by processes that link variables. Thus, the stabílíty domains 
themselves may expand, contract, and disappear in response to charges in slow 
variables9

• 

A varlety of genetlc, competitive, and behavioral processes maintain the values of the 
parameters that define the system and its "stability landscape", and nonlinearities, 
variabilily, instability, spatial heterogeneity and diversity keep the system resílíen!. The 
balance between slabilily and resilience of ecosystems is an evolved property, a 
consequence of !he history of external variations that Ihe syslem has experienced, In a 
number of examples10 it was shown tha! the very success in management to constrain 
he natural variability of a targel variable (fores! insect populations, foresl tire frequency, 
almon numbers, cattle stockíng density, malarial vector populations) made the ecological 
ystems lo evolve lo a situation which is more fragile and more dependent on vigilance 
nd error-free management, often al a time when greater dependencies had developed 

'n the socio-economic and fnstitutional environment for continua! success!!. increasing 
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drastically the risks of unprecedented catastrophes or collapses. 

One overall conclusion is that discontinuous change is an intemal property of many 
ecol09ical systems. For long periods change is gradual and discontinuous behavior is 

I inhibited. Condltions are gradually reached, however, when a jump event becomes 
i increasingly likely and ultimately inevítable'2• 
I 

Paramount importance is attributed by Holling to the interactions between a small number 
of key variables (slow, intermediate and fast) in determining the dynamics of the system, 
as well as to the spatial heterogeneity or spatial scales. 

This view leads to a management of ecological systems that attempls lo retain variabili.ty 
while producing economic and social benefits, allowing the variables to exceed flexible 
limits so long as natural and designed recovery mechanisms are encouraged '3, or else 
to a nature engineered to keep Ihe system's variables away from dangerous neighboring 
domains (assuming the stability landscape is fixed and known or that sufficíent knowledge 

I 
ís available lo keep íl fixed), as for inslance in the cases of sel environmental standards, 
nuclear safeguards, etc. 

II is importanl lo nolice thal the concept of resilience and Hollíng's approach deal 
essenlially wilh sud den changes in the behavior and Ihe ·stability landscapes· o, 
ecological syslems within a given structure (in the sense of Ihe configuration of elemenls 
and relations composing Ihe syslem). That is, structure is preserved, and the 
consequences of jumps between stabilily domains is reflected in qualitative differenl 
behavior modes involving Ihe same critical variables. The exception is when the system 

! is driven lo extinction, implying ils collapse. In all other cases, structural stability is 
assumed, and Ihe discussion centers aboul changes in Ihe stability of Ihe states of the 
system. 

RÉlcentJy Holling '4 proposed a general hypothesis of ecosystem dynamics and 
successíon. His proposal implies that ecosystems move from a phase of exploitation (of 
available resources by biota) lo one of conservalion (consolidalion, increasing 
organization or connectedness), then to creative deslruction (sudden ralease of 
accumulaled resources by lire, storms, pests, senescence, ele.), and finally lo renewal 
(mobilizalion and relention of the stored resources), alter which the cycJe slarts again: 

'Ecosystem successlon has been uselully sean as conlrolled by two lunctlons: exploltallon where rapld 
colonizatlon 01 recently disturbed areas is emphasized. and conservation where slow accumulatlon and 
storage 01 energy and material are emphasized. Recent sludies indicate two addllional lunctions are 
needed. One Is that 01 ralease where the IIghlly bound accumulalion 01 biomass and nulrienls becomes 
increasingly Iragile (overconnecled) unlil I1 la suddenly released by agenls such as lorest lires. Insecl 
pests, or Intense pulses 01 grazing. The second is ene of reorganizalion where soll processes 01 
mobilization and Immobilizalion ara organized so that nUlrienls become available lor Ihe nexl exploitive 
phase. That pallern Is dlsconlinuous and is dependen! on the exislence 01 mulli- equilibria !hal are 
essentlal 10 Ihe ralease and reorganizalion lunctions. Resilience and recovery 15 determinad by !he 
release and reorganizatlon sequence and stabilily and produclivily by the exploitaticn and conservalion 
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sequence. 
These lour lunctlons generale a classic pattern 01 spalial and lemporal change Ihal Is uselully analyzad, 
modelled, and Interprelad as a lile hlslory sequence 01 disflnct evenlS, perturbed by varlous Irequeocles 
and Inlensllles 01 extemal disturbance. In ecosystems, lime Ilows unevenly and each phase differs In lIS 
sensltívily lo external dlsturbanCB. The progression in !he ecosyslem cycle proceeds Irom Ihe exploitation 
phase slowly lo conservatlon, very rapidly to release, rapldly lo reorganlzatlon and somewhal slower back 
lo exploitatlon. Connectedness and stablllly Increase and nutríent and blomass capital Is slowly 
accumulatad durlng !he sequence !rom explollaflon lo conservallon. The system eventually becomes 
Qverconneclad so Ihal rapld change ls Irlggerad. The slored capital la then released, and Ihe syslem 
becomes disconnecled lo permit renewal 01 Ihe same slable slale or change lo a new one. The particular 
slale depends on Ihe condltlon 01 Ihe renewal capital Ihal has accumulaled. Thls determines Ihe physlcal 
properties of Ihe soU and hydrological reglme Ihal is conlrolled by Ihe blola. If il becomes greatly eroded, 
Ihen !he ecosyslem abruplly shlfts Into a sustained degraded slale. lIs mainlenance or enhancemenl 
determines Ihe opportunily lar renewal 01 Ihe previous slales, or evolulion lo a new one. 
Investmenls !hal Ignore those properlies are lIable lo backfire, producing effeclS opposlle lo !hose 
Intended, Including posslbly, cataslrophes. This view 01 ecosyslem development also suggesls !hal 
dlfferen! attrlbutes 01 InveSlmenl mlght be adequate al dlfferenl times, dependlng upon !he developmeni -
phese whlch Ihe ecosystem Is experiencing. Thls concepl 01 ecosystem change and lis possible analogies 
wlth economic, technologlcal and social change 15 revlewed In Holllng, C.S. 1986. The reslllence 01 
terrestrial ecosystems: local surprise and global change; In: W.C. Clark and R.E. Munn (eds) "Sustalnable 
Development 01 the Blosphere", IIASA/Cambridge Universily Press, Cambridge.·15 

Following the above discussion, it is useful lo distinguish three levels of 
change/stability. The first level refers to the local stability of a particular equilibrium 
trajectory '(steady states or points, and steady or "limil" eyeles are particular cases of a 
traJeetory) defined by the dynamies of a system wilh a given struclure. If the slate 01 Ihe 
syslem tends lo approach thal Irajeclory, even after being perturbed away from il, Ihe 
Irajectory is said to be slable. A syslem possessing only one stable trajectory 
Kindependently of how many unslable ones il has) is globally stable (Ihal is, no malter 

ow large the perturbation, Ihe slale 01 Ihe syslem will eventually approaeh the stable 
rajectory) . 

e seeond level is resilience, applieable to systems exhibiting two or more slable 
omains of attraction, and re/erring lo the likelihood Ihat the stale of !he system (even if 
o slable trajeelory exists) will lend lo slay wilhin a given domain (assoeiated to a basie 
ode of behavior) after being subJec!ed lo perturbations. A multistable syslem is nol 
lobally stable, beeause depending upon the kind and magnitude of the perturbation, its 
lale may move inlo different domains 01 attractíon. However, those domains are part of 
he dynamical "Iandscape" 01 the system (Le., they ara implicit in ils slructure and 
ynamic rulas) and rasilíence relars fundamantally lo changas in Ihe behavior, nol in tha 
Iruclure, of Ihe system. 

inally, the third level reters lo Ihe slability 01 the struclure ilsell, 01 the machanisms and 
ha ralationships betwean elemenls 01 the system, including Ihe possibla addition or 
~aletion .of e~emenls. Th~ ~?ncept of systems's vulnera~ility is applicabla here. Struclural 
~hanga Imphes the posslblhty of trua novelty and evolutlon, as the new structural regime 
,rising whan the limits 01 slruclural stability are axceeded cannot be predicted aven in 
+imple physico-chemical systems. 
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¡gura 1. Macroscopic indeterminacy in the evolution of a dissipative structure. Full 
I nes.indicate equilibrium values for the system, For P < PI' only one steady-state 

xists for each value of the parameter P (branch Al. For P = PI' (first transition 
reshold) two other families of sta tes become possible (branches B and B'). For p = 

2' (second transition thresholdl. two other stable branehes le and C'l appear. When 
e state of the system is near a transition threshold. small disturbanees ean be 

eeisive in nudging the system into one branch rather than another. Modified from 
Prigogine. 1. and l. Stengers. 1979 La Noyyelle Allianee. Métamorohose de la Scienee. 
Gallimard, París. 
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Fi ure 2. Transition from the equilibrium eonditions to two possible dissipative 
st ctures B and B' when the critical threshold Pe is reached. FuI! and dotted Unes 
da ote stable and unstable equilibria, respectively. (al Tbe transition to one of the two 
new solutions B and B' is "smooth"; lb) The transition occurs by way of a bi~tab'e 
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Fi1ure 3. Sorne local stability situations. The state of the system is represented by the 
pJnts defined by the values of variables x and y. I;)ots or I\eavy lines represent 
equilibrium states or trajectories. Arrows indicate the direction of movement from 
different states of the system. • 
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FI ure 4. A bjstable system. Dotted ¡¡nes denote the boundaries between domains of 
a raction. Arrows indicate the direction of movement of the state (x, vI of the 
s stem. Domain (A) contains one stable state; domain (B) contains a stable limit cycle. 
If he state of the system enters the domain (A) it will tend to settle down to a steady 
st te; if it enters domain lB), the system will exhibit oscillatory behaviour. 


